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As a new calendar year begins we have reviewed the consensus of prominent economic forecasters and enclose their 

predictions for the forthcoming 2015 year. 

Interest rates - Predominately based on Westpac forecasts 

                   Latest                    Prediction - % 

                                                  2015     2015           2015         2016 

                                                March     June   December       March 

Cash rate        2.5                        2.0        2.0               2.0            2.0 

3 yr swap      2.44                      2.55        2.7             2.75            3.5 

They are predicting two rate cuts in February and March of 25 base points cuts each and rates to climb back steadily in 

the 2016 year. 

Australian Economic Growth Forecasts 

                                                                Calendar years - % 

                                                                                       2015     2016 

Westpac                                                                           2.7        3.5 

Morgan Stanley                                                               1.5        Not available 

Average prediction of Bloomberg mixed forecasts   2.54       Not available 

So as can be seen a tough year ahead no negative growth but tepid growth due to domestic and external factors. A 

rebound ahead in the 2016 year. 

Stock Forecasts 

Morgan Stanley – Australian Stock Market 

- to trade sideways to 5350 (60% chance) 

- bear case 4400 (20% chance) 

- bull case 6600 (20% chance) 

The consensus on the Australian market is that all ordinary index will trade sideways over the calendar year. 

USA Market 

Goldman Sachs predicts the benchmark for 2015 will be flat at approximately 5% growth for the 2015 year. 

This ignores any foreign exchange gains or losses for the 2015 year. 

US$/AUD$ 

This seems to be the area of most divergence between forecasters. 

Westpac 

9 Jan     Jun 2015     Sept 2015     Dec 2015     Mar 2016 

.8137              .80                 .83              .85               .87 



Morgan Stanley 

Sees the dollar dip to US 76 cents by year end. 

Most forecasters are in the range 76-82 cents, Westpac seems to be the most optimistic of $A strength in line with 

growth reversals in the 2016 year. 

 

Real Estate 

Residential 

Sydney has just been playing catch up. Over the last decade, home prices have risen by just 3.6% on average per year, 

the second lowest of the capital cities. (Sydney growth, 2014 12.7%) National capital city vacancies at 2.4% in 

December, 2% for house and 3% for units. Strong demand for rental continues to strip supply despite record 

construction, rental values and vacancy rates don’t appear to be easing for any time soon. 

Commercial and industrial rental yields to soften on prime properties and growth forecasts. 

Prediction 

CoreLogic RP Data prediction – growth in Sydney and Melbourne will significantly soften in 2015. 

Although if an interest rate cut occurs the balance of a shaky economy will still see a relatively flat year ahead for the 

real estate market. 

Supplies of new housing and units will also soften the sector. A flat year predicted. 

Brisbane and Sydney forecast to out strip other major cities for growth potential. 

New forecast –unemployment 

Westpac       2015        2016 

                      6.4%        6.1% (slight increase during 2015, and then a turn around with economic growth in 2016 and 

unemployment to somewhat decline). 

Summary 

A year to be conservative and risk adverse with continued uncertainty here and in Europe, China, Russia and the 
Middle East. 
Capital preservation should be paramount especially as deposit rates, will drop and risk based products will emerge with 

more yield. Tread cautiously. 

 

Disclaimer - The material contained in this newsletter does not constitute advice. DPL is not responsible for any action 

taken in reliance on any information contained in this newsletter. Anyone reading the newsletter should not act upon 

material contained in this newsletter without appropriate consultation 


